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the first CCD-based wide-field objective-prism survey for emission-line galaxies. This sample consists of all star-forming galaxies with M B > −18.0 and cz < 11,000 km s −1 from the first Hα-selected survey list. The galaxies in this list lie within a 1.3 deg wide strip centered on δ(B1950) = 29 • 30 ′ that spans the range α(B1950) = 12 h 15 m to α(B1950) = 17 h 0 m . Overall, 97 out of 109 galaxies have been detected in HI. We confirm the weak trend of increasing gas richness with decreasing luminosity found by previous authors. Gas richness is also shown to be weakly anti-correlated with metallicity. The dependence of star formation rates (SFRs) and HI gas depletion timescales on metallicity is examined. The median solar metallicity based SFR and gas depletion timescale are 0.1639 M ⊙ yr −1 and 5 Gyrs, respectively. Corrections for variations in metallicity decreases SFRs by ∼ 0.5 dex and increases gas depletion timescales by an average of ∼8 Gyrs. The majority of galaxies in this sample still have large reservoirs of HI gas, and despite their large current star formation rates, could have formed stars in a quasicontinuous manner for a Hubble time. Finally, we present the first HI mass function for low luminosity star-forming galaxies and show that this subpopulation contributes 10-15% of the overall HI density in the local universe. We conclude that if the HI mass function of the Universe does indeed have a steeply rising low-mass slope as suggested by previous authors, it is not due to the population of low luminosity star-forming galaxies.
Comparison of the number densities from the HIMFs in the range 10 8 < M HI /M ⊙ < 10 9 implies that 25-50% of galaxies in this regime are currently undergoing a strong episode of star formation.
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Introduction
In an attempt to develop a unified understanding of the different morphological classes of dwarf galaxies, efforts have been made to relate the various observed types through some evolutionary scheme. A number of scenarios have been proposed (see Skillman & Bender 1995 , Ferrara & Tolstoy 2000 for excellent reviews). One possibility is that the gas-rich dwarf irregulars (dIs) go through an extremely strong burst of star formation, lose the majority of their gas after the starburst event, and eventually fade and evolve into the gas-poor dwarf ellipticals (dEs). During the bursting phase, the dIs would resemble massive HII regions. Another possibility is that the dIs and dEs have common progenitors but have evolved differently because of environmental effects. Although these schemes are highly debated, they form a good context for investigating the comparative structural properties of the different classes of dwarfs.
Several questions arise when considering these evolutionary scenarios. Can any dI initiate a large star-formation episode and appear as a BCD? In other words, is the BCD phenomenon a stage of galaxy evolution common to all gas-rich dwarfs or only to a select sub-sample with special characteristics? Further, do the progenitor galaxies go through repeated intense bursts of activity, or is the bursting phase unique in the object's lifetime? If the bursts repeat, then what fraction of the time is the galaxy bursting (i.e., what is the duty cycle)? Answers to these questions can also help us to determine if starbursting dwarfs can be used as a fair tracer of the more general population of low-mass galaxies. Since starbursting dwarfs are far more easily detected than their quiescent counterparts, this issue is of great importance to investigations of the faint-end/lowmass tails of the luminosity/HI mass functions, and to studies of large-scale structure, particularly since low-mass galaxies may be less biased and better tracers of the overall mass distribution (e.g. Santiago & da Costa 1990 , Loveday et al. 1995 , Lee et al. 1999 .
Within this context, it is interesting to study the HI properties of low luminosity star-forming galaxies, since the quantity of HI indicates the amount of fuel available for driving a starburst. Additional constraints may be placed on the star-formation history and chemical evolution of bursting dwarfs when HI data are used in conjunction with the star-formation rates and abundances inferred from optical spectroscopy. Also, dynamical masses of these systems may be estimated from the velocity widths of HI profiles. With this combination of optical and radio information, it is possible to assess the plausibility of gas-rich dIs as progenitors of bursting dwarfs, and to attempt to answer the questions posed above. One can further study the differences in the distribution of HI in various morphological types by obtaining HI interferometric maps. This is generally only done after initial single-dish HI observations have been made and viable candidates for interferometric mapping have been identified. Hence, observations of the neutral gas content of bursting dwarfs is an important step toward a more complete understanding of this class of galaxy.
Previous 21-cm observations of star-forming dwarf galaxies (Thuan & Martin 1981; Gordon & Gottesman 1981; Staveley-Smith, Davies & Kinman 1992; Thuan et al. 1999; Smoker et al. 2000; Salzer et al. 2002) have been fruitful in establishing the properties of their neutral gas. However, the samples used in these previous studies are comprised of objects from a number of different catalogs. For example, Thuan and Martin (1981) used a combination of dwarfs from the Markarian, Haro and Zwicky catalogs, while Salzer et al. (2002) selected dwarfs from the Michigan, Wasilewski and Case surveys, in addition to the catalogs used by Thuan and Martin. HI observations are needed for a complete, uniformly selected sample of dwarf galaxies since the studies which are based on such heterogeneous collections of objects may be biased in unrecognized ways.
To remedy this situation, we have obtained HI observations for a new, ultra-deep, complete sample of actively star-forming, low luminosity galaxies using the Arecibo Observatory 305-m radio telescope. Our sample consists of low luminosity (M B ≥ −18.0), nearby (cz ≤11,000 km s −1 ) , Hα selected galaxies from the first survey strip of the KPNO International Spectroscopic Survey (KISS) (Salzer et al. 2000, hereafter Paper I; Salzer et al. 2001, hereafter KISS Red 1 [KR1] ), a new objective prism survey for extragalactic emission-line objects. In this paper, we present the 21-cm HI line observations of the overall sample. The remaining sections are organized as follows. An overview of the sample and observational procedures are given in § 2. The HI data are presented § 3, and the HI properties are described in § 4. Finally, our conclusions are summarized in § 5. Suggestions for further work involving the dwarf candidates in this sample are given throughout the paper. All distance dependent quantities assume H o =75 km s −1 Mpc −1 .
H I Observations

Sample Overview
Objective-prism surveys which select objects on the basis of line-emission, like the KPNO International Spectroscopic Survey (KISS, see Paper I & KR1), are excellent sources of low luminosity galaxies. Because the equivalent-widths of the targeted lines generally become larger as the luminosity of the host galaxy decreases, this technique is extremely effective at detecting intrinsically faint objects and partially helps to overcome the constraints imposed by the Malmquist effect on surveys which are magnitude-limited (see Figure 8 in KR1) . In particular, since KISS is the first wide-field objective-prism survey to take advantage of the capabilities of CCD imaging, it has yielded a sample of emission-line galaxies (ELGs) which is at least two magnitudes fainter than previous line-selected Schmidt surveys, providing us with one of the deepest available samples of dwarfs (see Table 2 in Paper I).
Our sample of low luminosity star-forming galaxies is taken from List 1 of the KISS catalog (KR1). The portion of sky covered by List 1 was chosen to overlap the Century redshift survey (Geller et al. 1997 , Wegner et al. 2001 , so that comparison with a deep magnitude-selected survey would be possible. This area is a 1.3 deg wide strip centered on δ(B1950) = 29 • 30 ′ spanning the range α(B1950) = 12 h 15 m to α(B1950) = 17 h 0 m . The ELGs are Hα selected and have been cataloged in a uniform way (Paper I). The overall sample from List 1 has a well-understood selection function which is based on the line plus continuum flux at Hα , also see discussion in §4.5).
We initially specified selection criteria that required targets to have: (1) spectra characteristic of star-forming galaxies (HII-region-like spectra which exhibit strong narrow emission lines superimposed on a stellar continuum which rises towards the blue), (2) cz < 11, 000 km s −1 , and (3) M B > −18.0. When HI observations for this sample began in May 2000, however, follow-up slit spectral observations had not been completed for the entire List 1 catalog. At that time target selection was based on the objective-prism estimates of the redshifts for those galaxies that lacked slit spectra. Recessional velocities derived from the coarse (24Å/pixel) survey spectra have a 1σ error of ±830 km s −1 . About 40% of the galaxies in our original HI sample did not have follow-up spectra.
Slit spectral data was subsequently obtained at various telescopes for the remainder of the HI sample over the following spring observing season Wegner et al. 2002; Salzer et al. 2003) . When redshifts and blue absolute magnitudes were recalculated from the new data, it was found that 9 of our original targets no longer met our luminosity and/or recessional velocity criteria. However, three of these galaxies had absolute magnitudes only nominally brighter than −18.0, so we decided to retain these in the sample (see Table 1 and Figure 1 ). An additional 5 galaxies which were not in our original sample were then found to be within the specified limits. These were added to the sample towards the end of our 2001 observing run.
The final HI sample contains a total of 109 galaxies. When compared with the overall KISS sample, the HI sub-sample has a brighter median m B (17.54 versus 18.08), which indicates that the low-luminosity galaxies are generally found nearby. This is due in large part to the velocity limit of 11,000 km s −1 imposed on the HI sample. The median velocity of the HI sample (7809 km s −1 ) is only ∼40% the median velocity of the full KISS sample (18,407 km s −1 ). For comparison, the median m B of the Salzer et al. (2002) HI sample of dwarf star-forming galaxies is 15.7, while that of galaxies observed in the Staveley-Smith et al.(1992) study is 15.1. In other words, our current sample is substantially fainter than those found in all previous studies of this class of galaxy.
The median B − V color of the KISS HI sample, 0.51, is much bluer than that of the parent sample, which has a median B − V of 0.67, the typical color of an Sb galaxy (Roberts & Haynes 1994) . It is interesting to note that the value of 0.51 is comparable to the median B − V of 0.54 for the [OIII]-selected University of Michigan objective-prism survey (Salzer et al. 1989) . This is one indication that the low-luminosity, low-metallicity galaxies preferentially found in [OIII] surveys are also included in Hα selected surveys (see Paper I, §4 for further discussion). The luminosity distribution of the HI sample ( Figure 1 ) has a median of −16.87, which is about the luminosity of the Small Magellanic Cloud (van den Bergh 2000). Overall, our targets are brighter that those found in HI surveys of dwarf galaxies such as that of Salzer et al. (2002) which has median M B of −16.1, and Staveley-Smith et al. (1992) who imposed a luminosity limit of M B = −16.0.
Observational Procedures
HI observations of 109 local (cz < 11, 000 km s −1 ), low luminosity (M B > −18.0) KISS emission-line galaxies were carried out with the Arecibo Observatory 305-m radio telescope during May 2000 and from May to July 2001. Approximately 90% of our data was taken with the L-narrow receiver at the upgraded Gregorian feed. This receiver functions at an average system temperature of 30 K. The less sensitive L-wide receiver (T sys ∼ 38 K) was used for three nights in May 2000, when the L-narrow receiver was off-line. The four subcorrelator boards were each configured with 2048 channels and centered at the recessional velocity found from the target's optical spectrum. Ninelevel sampling was used. Two boards were operated in a "lower-resolution mode" using a 25 MHz bandwidth, resulting in a channel spacing of 2.6 km s −1 at 1420 MHz, while two boards were used in a "higher-resolution mode" using a 12.5 MHz bandwidth, resulting in a channel spacing of 1.3 km s −1 at 1420 MHz. The boards in each of the resolution modes recorded signals in independent, opposite circular polarizations, which are subsequently combined in the reduction process.
Observations were made in total power mode with 5 minute on-source, 5 minute off-source pairs, followed by 10 second on-off noise diode calibration pairs. During the integrations, data dumps occurred every 6 seconds. This high sampling rate allowed for spurious, intermittent radio frequency interference (RFI) to be excised during the reduction process without sacrificing large amounts of integration time. With the exception of a few particularly strong lined sources, a minimum of 4 on-off pairs were taken for each target.
When possible, observations were made after astronomical sunset to avoid problems with solar interference. However, since many of our time blocks were scheduled to begin around sunset, about 10% of our observations show its effects and have sinusoidal variations in their baselines. (For example, see KISSR 1 in the first panel of Figure 2 .) Notes on other galaxies similarly affected are given in Table 2 . System checks were performed at the beginning of each run by observing strong, non-variable continuum point sources from an unpublished list of unconfused calibrator sources prepared from the NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS) by Jim Condon and Qi Feng Yi, which is made available to observers through a catalog in the Arecibo telescope control GUI.
Data Reduction
The data were reduced with the ANALYZ software package, using appropriate L-band gain, zenith angle and azimuth corrections for the refurbished Arecibo dish and standard averaging and calibration routines. Intermittent broadband interference, such as the GPS L3 signal at 1381 MHz, were removed by entirely omitting the 6-second scans in which they appeared from the averaging procedure. Narrow single-channel interference spikes were manually removed and the average value of the two adjacent channels was substituted. In both cases, RFI was removed only when it appeared within 500 km s −1 of the center of the observed line. Baseline fitting, removal and line measurements were performed with the GALPAC analysis system developed by R. Giovanelli.
HI Data
Observational Results
Figure 2 presents the 25 MHz bandwidth HI profiles for all 109 galaxies in the sample. Fivechannel boxcar smoothing has been applied and baseline polynomial fits to the data are over-plotted. In addition, 4. ′ 5 × 4. ′ 0 B and V -band composite KISS survey images of the targets are shown in Figure 3 . Identification numbers as assigned in KR1 are given in the upper left hand corner of the images, while the KISS field number and field object ID are given in the upper right hand corner. Observed quantities are reported in Table 1 , and the column entries shown there are as follows:
(1) Galaxy identification number as given in the KISS Red survey strip (KR1). Objects for which notes are given in Table 2 are marked by an asterisk.
(2) Right Ascension in J2000 coordinates.
(3) Declination in J2000 coordinates.
(4) KISS B-band apparent magnitude, from KR1.
(5) KISS B-Band absolute magnitude. Distances are calculated using relativistically correct recessional velocities which are adjusted for the rotation of the Galaxy and its motion about the mass centroid of the Local Group. The standard relation cz = cz ⊙ + 300 km s −1 sin l cos b is used and, H o = 75 km s −1 Mpc −1 is assumed.
(6) KISS B − V color, from KR1.
(7) Heliocentric cz, v helio , measured at the midpoint of the 21-cm line profile at 50% of the peak flux. For non-detections, cz measured from the object's optical spectrum is given in parentheses. . Corrections for beam size are only necessary for 14 objects, and the observed fluxes of these galaxies are given in parentheses. The calculation of the correction factors is discussed in Section 3.4 and the factors themselves are listed in Table 3 .
(11) RMS deviation in the baseline fit to the 5-channel boxcar smoothed 21-cm spectrum, in mJy. This quantity is used to compute upper limits for the undetected sources (see § 3.3).
(12) Order of the polynomial used in the baseline fit.
(13) Total on-source integration time after scans containing RFI near the velocity of the target profile have been removed.
(14) Signal-to-Noise ratio, SN R = F.I./( √ N ch · RM S · ∆v res ), where the velocity width at 20% of the mean flux divided by ∆v res , the channel spacing prior to smoothing, is adopted for the N ch , the number of channels over which the line is detected. For all entries in the table, ∆v res = 2.6 km s −1 .
Overall, 97 out of 109 galaxies were detected in HI, resulting in a detection rate of ∼89%. Of these 97, eight are weak detections with 2.5 < SN R < 5.8. Our non-detections are generally objects that were added to the sample towards the end of our Arecibo observing run in 2001 (see §2.1) and that suffered from solar interference and/or insufficient integration times. They are not preferentially galaxies that have weak 21-cm signals.
Confused Sources
It is important to pay careful attention to the possibility of source confusion within the Arecibo beam for this particular sample. This is because the majority of targets are very small compared to the ∼ 3. ′ 5 half power beam width, and the linear distance subtended by the beam at the average recessional velocity for our sample (∼8000 km s −1 ) is 0.1 Mpc, which is on the order of the mean projected separation of a loose association of dwarf galaxies.
To check for possible contamination of the observed fluxes by nearby companions, the area within a radius of 7 ′ of each of the targets was searched for potential neighbors. This examination, which was performed on the KISS composite B and V -band survey images, covers an area which includes both the telescope's main beam and first sidelobe, whose peak is located ∼ 5. ′ 5 away from the peak of the main lobe and has a relative intensity of ∼5% (Heiles et al. 2001) . Our determination of actual confusion was based on three factors: (1) the transverse distance of the neighbor to the target, (2) the optical brightness of the neighbor compared with the target, and (3) the velocity difference between the neighbor and the target. The KISS catalog, Century Redshift Survey catalog and the NASA Extragalactic Database (NED) were all searched for redshifts of the potential neighbors.
After the first round of examinations, it was concluded that neighboring objects which appeared within the sidelobes, but outside of the main beam, did not significantly contribute to the observed flux of the target. This conclusion was based on examples of bright galaxies that appeared within the sidelobes and were offset from the target velocity by several hundred km s −1 , but did not produce observable emission at the velocity reported in the literature. The clearest illustrations of this are in the spectra of KISSR 96 and KISSR 97. UGC 7836, an edge-on Scd galaxy with m B = 14.83, is located 5. ′ 5 to the NE of KISSR 96 and 5. ′ 6 to the SE of KISSR 97 at 9337 km s −1 . As anticipated, this galaxy has a strong, broad (w 50 ∼ 480 km s −1 ) double-horned profile (Haynes et al. 1997) , characteristic of a gas-rich, late-type spiral. However, in the spectrum of KISSR 96, there is only one narrow line centered on 9200 km s −1 with no emission appearing above ∼9300 km s −1 . Meanwhile, in spectrum of KISSR 97, although there is a double-horned profile, it is centered on the optical velocity of the target. Further, the HI profile of KISS 97 is fairly narrow (w 50 ∼ 190 km s −1 ) compared to the width of U7836's 21-cm line, and no emission appears below ∼ 9300 km s −1 . CGCG 159-053, an interacting galaxy pair which is 5. ′ 4 E of KISSR 97 at 6905 km s −1 , is not detected either. Therefore, since the sidelobe companions of all of the other targets in our sample are substantially fainter than U7836 or CGCG 159-053, they were not considered to be sources of contamination.
Thus, observations are considered to be confused only if the companions (1) are within the main beam, (2) have optical brightnesses greater than or comparable to the target and (3) have published redshifts that place them within 200 km s −1 of the target. In this sample, there are 10 galaxies that meet these criteria. They are KISSR 146, 148, 256, 257, 265, 356, 401, 404, 405, and 1013 . For five of these galaxies (256, 257, 265, 404, 405) we list conservative upper-limits for the flux in Table 1 , while for two of the galaxies (356, 1013) we list fluxes which have been revised based on additional available information (see § 3.3). No data are listed in Table 1 for three targets (146, 148, 401) that are confused with sources much brighter than the targets themselves. Instead, the results of observing these confused regions are given in our notes on individual galaxies in Table  2 . In Table 2 , observations are cited as possibly, but not likely to be confused if the target has companions which are within or on the outer periphery of the main beam, but are dimmer than the target galaxy and have no published redshift. Twenty-four galaxies have been noted as possibly, but unlikely to be, confused. The fluxes reported in Table 1 for these galaxies are the original observed quantities. Alternate names for our targets given by other catalogs are also listed in Table  2 .
Upper-Limits and Revised Fluxes for Confused and Undetected Sources
Upper limits on the fluxes of the 12 targets which were undetected in HI were calculated by assuming rectangular profiles with heights corresponding to 3σ fluctuations in the baseline and widths based on the boundary of points in the log(M B )-log(w 50 ) plane (Figure 4) . In Figure 4 , the dashed line indicates the upper envelope of observed widths in this sample. An undetected target's luminosity is used to find its upper-limit width using these lines.
For 5 of the 10 confused sources, the observed composite HI flux was taken as the upper-limit. In the spectra of KISSR 265, there is contamination from KISSR 266 (cz = 9495 km s −1 ), which is not in the HI sample, and from another previously unobserved galaxy 1. ′ 7 SW from the target. All of these galaxies are comparable in brightness, and the observed flux itself is taken as an upper limit. KISSR 404 and 405 are separated by 0. ′ 4 and are of comparable optical brightness and diameter. Two independent pointings at each of these targets produce lines that are similar in strength and shape. So, it is possible that one of the sources is responsible for all of the flux. Again, we assign the observed flux as the upper limit for both KISSR 404 and 405. The same reasoning holds for KISSR 256 and 257, which are separated by 1. ′ 9.
No data are listed in Table 1 for three targets that are confused with neighboring sources which are much brighter than the targets themselves (KISSR 146, 148, 401) . In the spectra of KISSR 146 and 148, the measured flux is a combination of emission from three galaxies, KISSR 146, KISSR 148 and UGC 8033 (=KISSR 147), a large spiral galaxy which is most likely producing the majority of the emission. The HI profile of KISSR 401 is clearly a superposition of multiple lines and is due to the target itself plus two other KISS galaxies not in this sample, KISSR 399 and 400. The target is the faintest optical source among the trio. Observed fluxes and widths from the confused regions are instead given in the notes in Table 2 .
For the remaining two confused sources, the observed fluxes are revised based on information available in the optical images and in the shape of the 21-cm line. In the field of KISSR 356, there is a neighboring high-inclination spiral galaxy of comparable optical brightness within the beam. Although this spiral galaxy does not have a published redshift, there are several other galaxies outside the main beam which have observed velocities that cluster around 10,500 km s −1 . Thus, there is a strong possibility that the unidentified spiral companion is a member of this group and has a similar velocity. Furthermore, the observed profile of KISSR 356 appears to be a superposition of a narrow-peaked source and a broad-lined source. Thus, we assume that the broad portion of the profile originates from the spiral companion and that the flux due to the target is contained within the narrow portion of profile. The flux and widths reported for KISSR 356 are measured by fitting a baseline to the top of the broad portion of the profile, and integrating over the narrow peak. For KISSR 1013, arguments for the revised flux are in the inverse sense of those just given for KISSR 356. In this case the target is a high-inclination disk-like system while the neighbor is LSB dwarf without a published redshift, and the radio spectrum again appears to be a superposition of broad and narrow emission-lines. The reported flux and widths for KISSR 1013 is based on a measurement of the area within the broad portion of the profile.
Beam Corrections
Corrections to the observed flux for beamwidth are not necessary for the majority of galaxies in the sample since the apparent sizes of the galaxies are considerably smaller than the Arecibo beam. Galaxies for which the correction factor has been determined to be greater than 3% are listed in Table 3 . These factors have been calculated following the methods of Staveley-Smith et al. (1992) and Thuan & Martin (1981) , where the HI distribution is modeled as an elliptical Gaussian. The correction for the source to beam size ratio is given by:
where θ is the half-power beamwidth (HPBW) of the telescope, a HI and b HI are the half-power major and minor axes diameters of the neutral gas distribution, and all quantities are expressed in units of arcminutes. The beam shape of the Arecibo telescope is elliptical with major and minor axes aligned with azimuth and zenith angle directions. At za = 11 • , the HPBW za is a minimum at 3. ′ 66 and the HPBW az is a maximum at 3. ′ 14, so θ is taken as 3. ′ 3 (Heiles 2001) . The HI distribution is assumed to follow that of the optical light, and the HI diameters are taken to be twice the optical diameters measured at a 25 B-mag arcsec −2 ellipse. This value for is based on the HI interferometric mapping of blue compact dwarfs by van Zee et al. ( , 2001 .
With the exception of KISSR 1048 (UGC 10445), the beam correction factors in Table 3 are all less than 33% (f c =1.33 for KISSR 73, a nearby diffuse low surface brightness galaxy), with < f c >= 1.10). For KISSR 1048, we have computed a factor of 2.07, which yields a corrected flux integral of 36.71 Jy km s −1 . In comparison, Haynes et al. (1998) have also observed this galaxy with the Greenbank 43-m telescope, and report an observed flux of 29.68 Jy km s −1 with a corrected flux of 30.01 Jy km s −1 . Given the negligible correction factor associated with the much larger beam of the 43-m telescope (HPBW = 21 ′ ), it would seem that the true flux of KISSR 1048 is closer to the Haynes et al. value of 30.01 Jy km s −1 than our value of 36.71 Jy km s −1 . The discrepancy is likely due to our adopted correction factor, which is based on a HI distribution model appropriate for starbursting dwarfs, but not for late-type spiral galaxies. KISSR 1048 is one of the few galaxies in this sample which can be unequivocally classified as a late-type spiral, as it is face-on and nearby (v ⊙ = 965 km s −1 ). For this class of galaxy, Hewitt et al. (1983) have established that a model with a central HI depression described by a double Gaussian given by their equation (7) provides a good fit to HI mapping data. They have also shown that KISSR 1048 does indeed exhibit lower H I fluxes near the center of the galaxy. Thus, we follow their beam correction prescription for this particular galaxy and find that f c =1.78, assuming a Gaussian shaped beam with HPBW=3. ′ 3. This yields a corrected flux of 31.61, which is in better agreement with the Haynes et al. (1998) data. We adopt this value for the corrected flux of KISSR 1048 in the analyses that follow.
Analysis
Derived HI Quantities
For the analyses that follow, we compute several quantities from the radio data. These derived quantities are reported in Table 4 . The column entries shown there are as follows:
(1) Galaxy identification as given in the first KISS Red survey strip, repeated from Table 1. (2) HI gas mass of the galaxy, obtained via the standard conversion M HI = 2.36
where D is the distance in Mpc, F.I. c is the beam-corrected flux integral, and the resulting gas mass is in solar units. In the table, M HI is reported in units of 10 8 M ⊙ . Upper limits for the three severely confused sources with neighbors brighter than the targets themselves (KISSR 146, 148, 401) are computed as follows. In the spectra of KISSR 146 and 148, the measured flux is a combination of emission from three galaxies, KISSR 146, KISSR 148 and UGC 8033, a large spiral galaxy which is most likely producing most of the emission. As a conservative upper limit, we compute the HI mass for both KISSR 146 and 148 from one-third of the observed flux (given in Footnote 1 of Table 1 ) from the confused region. KISSR 401 is confused with two other KISS galaxies which are not in the low luminosity sample, KISS 399 and 400. Since the target is the weakest optical source in the trio, our listed upper-limit HI mass is computed from one-third of the observed flux (given in Footnote 2 of Table 1 ) from the confused region. Upper limits for non-detections and the remaining 7 confused sources are computed using the upper limit fluxes discussed in § 3.3 and given in Table 1 .
(3) Ratio of HI gas mass to B-
(4) The present star formation rate (SFR) of the galaxies computed via:
Kennicutt ( (5) A metallicity dependent, present star formation rate of the galaxy, SF R(z), based on Starburst 99 models (Leitherer et al. 1999 ; see § 4.4 for more details). SF R(z) is given in units of LOG(M ⊙ /yr.) (6) The gas depletion timescale based on a solar-metallicity SFR,
reported in units of LOG(yrs).
(7) The gas depletion timescale based on a metallicity dependent SFR,
Note that dynamical masses, based on the width of the HI line profile, currently cannot be estimated. This is because axial ratios cannot be accurately measured for the majority of the galaxies, due to the coarse resolution of the available survey images (2. ′′ 03 pix −1 ), and the small angular size of the sources.
HI Line Widths
As illustrated in the spectra shown in Figure 2 , the KISS low luminosity galaxies exhibit a wide variety of HI line profile shapes. Although there are many examples of narrow, single-peaked 21-cm lines typical of low-mass dwarfs, there are also instances of broad, double-horned profiles which are more characteristic of higher mass spiral galaxies. This variety is reflected in the large range of line widths present in the sample ( Figure 5 ; also see the distribution of HI masses in Figure  13 ). The distribution of line widths (measured at 50% of the peak) extends from 39 km s −1 to 311 km s −1 and has a median of 132 km s −1 and a mean of 139 km s −1 . Widths of profiles belonging to targets which have been determined to be confused with neighboring objects (given in parentheses in Table 1 ) have been excluded from the computation of these statistics. The distribution in Figure  5 is not what one would expect for a pure dwarf galaxy sample, which should have smaller line widths on average. For example, the sample of 88 BCGs observed by Thuan et al. (1999) has a mean w 50 of 92 km s −1 with a maximum of 160 km s −1 , while the composite sample of 36 low luminosity LSBGs and BCGs observed by Staveley-Smith et al. (1992) has a median w 50 of 84 km s −1 with a maximum of 218 km s −1 . The 139 dwarf galaxies in the composite sample of also have narrow line widths -the median ∆w 50 is 88 km s −1 with 75% of the galaxies having widths below 120 km s −1 . In the present KISS HI sample, Figure 4 illustrates that the larger HI widths tend to belong to galaxies at the upper end of the luminosity distribution (shown in Figure 1 ). It would thus be reasonable to suspect that imposing a fainter luminosity limit would lower both the average and maximum widths, especially as no corrections for internal absorption have been applied and more massive, heavily extincted galaxies could be present in our sample. This is indeed the case -excluding the 47 galaxies with M B < −17.0 results in a sample with average, median and maximum widths of 112, 99 and 224 km s −1 respectively.
However, Figure 4 also shows that there are galaxies which are luminous (M B < −17.0) but possess fairly narrow widths. Although this can be characteristic of small, face-on spirals, it can also be characteristic of dwarf galaxies that are undergoing a major starburst event. Thus, simply lowering the absolute magnitude limit of the sample will not yield a comprehensive list of the dwarf galaxies in KISS, but will likely exclude strongly bursting low-mass objects such as the BCDs. Thus, simply lowering the absolute magnitude limit of the sample will not yield a comprehensive list of the dwarf galaxies in KISS, but will likely exclude strongly bursting low-mass objects such as the BCDs. Since our goal here is to provide a complete sample of dwarf candidates for more detailed, follow-up investigations, and not to produce a pure dwarf galaxy sample per se, in the remainder of the paper we report global HI properties for the entire (M B < −18.0) sample only. Those seeking to use this sample for further studies of dwarf galaxies may wish to impose additional selection criteria, such as an upper line-width cut-off in conjunction with the morphological appearance of the galaxies in the survey images (Figure 3) , to exclude more massive galaxies with large rotational velocities and other non-dwarfs from the sample.
Plotting the data in the log(w 50 )-log(M B ) plane (Figure 4 ) also yields the Tully-Fisher relation for this sample. A linear least-squares fit produces the relation ∆w 50 ∝ (L B /10 9 M ⊙ ) α , where α = 0.285±0.049 (solid line). The fairly large scatter can be reduced by correcting the HI linewidths for inclination, although probably not to the level seen in the relation for spiral galaxies. This is because many of the objects in our sample have irregular morphologies, so that the meaning of the inclination itself is ill-defined. Even with the scatter present in Figure 4 however, the Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient is 0.45 which is significant at the 99.998% confidence level for a sample of this size. When the data points from the 24 possibly confused sources are removed and the fit is reevaluated, the resulting power-law slope agrees with the fit to the entire data set to within 1σ.
Finally, it is interesting to note that the observed line widths do not continue down to arbitrarily low values, which is in contrast to studies of quiescent, low-mass dIrr galaxies (e.g. Eder & Schombert 2000) . This effect is also seen in Salzer et al. (2002) , who examined the HI properties of star-forming dwarfs primarily from color and/or line-selected surveys such as the Markarian, Michigan, Case and Wasilewski catalogs, and observe a sharp fall-off in the number of galaxies with widths below 40 km s −1 . A similar drop can been seen in our distribution within the same width regime. We reiterate the suggestions made in Salzer et al. (2002) that this apparent width threshold may represent a physical limit corresponding to (1) the point below which galaxies do not possess densities sufficient to initiate a global star-formation episode strong enough for the object to be classified as a starburst galaxy in line or color-selected surveys, and/or (2) feedback processes such as stellar winds and supernova heating that inject energy into the ISM. For the KISS low luminosity sample, current star formation rates are detected down to 10 −3 M ⊙ yr −1 , with an abrupt drop in the number observed at 10 −2 M ⊙ yr −1 (see § 4.4). The three objects with widths below 45 km s −1 have SFRs between 0.1 and 1 M ⊙ yr −1 .
Correlations with M HI /L B
The distribution of HI mass to blue luminosity (M HI /L B ) for this sample is shown in Figure  6 . The range of M HI /L B is the same as that seen in previous observations of dwarf and other latetype galaxies, such as those by Staveley-Smith et al. (1992) . Our sample includes both gas poor objects with log(M HI /L B ) < −0.5 and gas rich objects with log(M HI /L B ) > 0. For comparison, the average values and standard deviations of log(M HI /L B ) for different morphological groupings from Haynes and Giovanelli (1984) are over-plotted. The mean and standard deviation of the full sample (N = 109) are −0.08 and 0.35 respectively, which is consistent with Haynes and Giovanelli's result of −0.04 and 0.33 for galaxies which are later than Sc. Since upper-limit values for confused and non-detected sources are included, our reported full-sample mean will be higher than the true mean. When the upper-limit values are removed, the mean drops to −0.13 (with σ = 0.33).
Since gas-richness can be an indicator of the evolutionary state of an object, with more gas-rich galaxies tending to be less evolved, it is interesting to investigate the relationships between M HI /L B and other galaxy characteristics. Here we present the (M HI /L B ) − L B and (M HI /L B )−metallicity correlations for this sample.
First, we report a weak anti-correlation between M HI /L B and luminosity. In Figure 7 , M HI /L B is plotted against M B and a least-squares fit to the full sample is shown. The solid line shows a linear least squares fit to the detections (solid symbols) and corresponds to
where β = −0.2 ± 0.1. The Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient for these data is 0.22, which is significant at the 95% confidence level. Including the upper-limit values in the fit yields a power law slope of −0.3 ± 0.1, which is within the errors of the first result. Recomputing the fit with the 24 possibly confused galaxies removed also produces a power-law slope consistent to within 1σ of the first result. The weakness of the result is illustrated by re-evaluating the fit and statistics when the two faintest points are removed from the sample. This exercise produces a slope of −0.15 ± 0.11 and a correlation coefficient of 0.14. The relationship between these quantities has been previously well-studied. The results agree within 3σ: Staveley-Smith et al. (1992) find a slope −0.3 ± 0.1 for a sample of LSB and BCD galaxies, Smoker et al. (2000) find β = −0.2 ± 0.1 for a subsample of the University of Michigan dwarf emission-line galaxies and Davies et al. (2001) find β = −0.4± 0.1 for the HI Parkes All Sky Survey galaxies). Thuan & Seitzer's (1979a) sample of 145 UGC dwarfs and Salzer et al.'s (2002) sample of 139 dwarfs cataloged in various objective-prism surveys for UV-excess or emission-line galaxies find no statistically significant trend. Our results are statistically consistent with all of these studies. The variation in the derived values for β are likely to be primarily caused by sample differences.
Second, we also find a weak relationship between the metallicities and M HI /L B 's of our galaxies, with the metal abundance falling as the gas richness increases (Figure 8 ). The metallicities used here are coarse estimates and have errors of 0.15 dex as discussed in detail in . We note that the three most metal-poor galaxies (12 + log(O/H)< 7.5) in this sample have an additional systematic uncertainty associated with their reported metallicities. This comes about because the abundance estimates for the most metal-poor objects are derived solely from the [NII]/Hα ratio, but the weakness of the [NII] line makes the measurement difficult for the most extreme objects. This additional error is limited to the handful of most metal deficient systems. The nature of this error is to underestimate the true metal abundance up to 0.3 dex. A linear least squares fit to the detections (solid symbols) in Figure 8 yields 12
The Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient for these data is 0.22, which is significant at the 97% confidence level. Again however, deleting the two most gas-poor data points weakens the correlation considerably: the slope and correlation coefficient become −0.17 ± 0.13 and 0.15, respectively. Although it is clear that most of the possibly confused galaxies fall below the best-fit line, we do not recompute the fit with these 24 galaxies removed since they do not appear to be biased in the HI-related variable, M HI /L B . Smoker et al. (2000) also note a correlation between metallicity and gas-richness, but this result is only based on a sample of 15 galaxies so the authors do not attempt a formal fit.
In considering these relationships however, one must keep in mind that L B is being used as an observable indicator for the more fundamental quantity of mass, and that the light in the Bband is strongly affected by star-formation. This is particularly true for low luminosity galaxies where sites of recent star formation may only be a small fraction of the stellar mass, but contribute a much larger fraction of the total light than in high-luminosity objects. In dwarf starbursting galaxies, the optical luminosity increases by an average of 0.75 magnitudes during a star-formation event (Salzer & Norton 1999) , leading to a 0.3 dex average decrease in M HI /L B . So although the general characteristics of the class of low luminosity galaxies can be established with L B and M HI /L B , similar analyses with observable quantities more representative of the mass are needed to investigate the specific relationships between the different morphological classes of dwarf galaxies.
A clearer picture may be gained by repeating the above analyses with near-infrared or redder photometry, since the light in these wavebands is less affected by recent star-formation and dust, and is a better measure of the total stellar mass. Two examples of this are in the papers by Schombert, McGaugh & Eder (2001) who examine the relationship between M HI /L B and M B in the I-band for low surface brightness dwarf galaxies from the Second Palomar Sky Survey (Reid et al. 1991) , and Boselli et al. (2001) who study it using H-band luminosities for a sample of late-type galaxies taken from the Zwicky Catalog (Zwicky et al. 1961 ) and the Virgo Cluster Catalog (Binggeli, Sandage & Tammann 1985) . Both groups include spirals in their analyses for comparison. Over a broad baseline (−24 < M I < −11 and 10 8 < log(L H ) < 10 11.5 ) there is a clear trend of increasing gas richness with decreasing luminosity, but these two variables exhibit only a weak correlation when the lowest luminosity galaxies are considered by themselves. This is consistent with our conclusion using B-band photometry. We are currently obtaining I-band and near-IR imaging for this sample of dwarf star-forming galaxies and will re-examine these relationships using these data in a future paper.
We have also made comparisons with the chemical evolution models of Ferrara & Tolstoy (2000; hereafter F&T) , who incorporate the dynamical effects of dark matter (assuming a modified isothermal sphere density distribution for the dark halo) into their calculations. In Figure 9 we show the metallicity of our galaxies plotted against their HI masses (filled circles). Galaxies that only have upper-limits on their HI masses are excluded. Overplotted are lines of constant non-baryonic to baryonic (gas + stars) mass ratios (φ) from the F&T models (see F&T's Figure 4) . Also plotted are the isolated, quiescent, low surface brightness galaxies (LSBGs) from van Zee et al. (1997a,b) (open stars). Note that the KISS low luminosity galaxies sample quite a large range of φ, while the van Zee LSBs preferentially cluster around small φ. This is reasonable given that the KISS galaxies are a much more heterogeneous collection of objects than the van Zee galaxies. Since the KISS sample is more strongly star-forming, this is also consistent with F&T's framework where larger dark matter haloes with greater central densities induce larger central SFR densities via the Schmidt law. If the models are correct, and we assume that φ is relatively constant with time (galaxies evolve along lines of constant φ), then the class of galaxies that the van Zee LSBGs represent can at most be progenitors of only a small sub-sample of bursting galaxies that have similar dark matter fractional content, i.e. the van Zee LSBGs cannot simply transform themselves into any type of starbursting dwarf. Similarly, the faded counterparts of the KISS galaxies should be dim objects with higher φ. The structural parameters of LSBGs and KISS galaxies with similar φ can be compared to further test these assertions. Locating the sub-population of Blue Compact Dwarfs within this diagram would also be interesting, since they would be expected to have large dark matter fractions. Observational evidence that the baryons in BCDs are more centrally concentrated than in LSB dI galaxies has already surfaced. Papaderos et al. (1996) and Salzer & Norton (1998) have shown that when compared with a dI or dE at equal B-band luminosities, the underlying component of a BCD has a central surface brightness brighter than about 1.5 magnitudes and an exponential scale length smaller by a factor of ∼2. Understanding the differences in the distribution of the dark component for the different morphological types of dwarfs will require high-resolution HI mapping as well as higher resolution optical and near-IR images to assess the morphologies of the galaxies in the sample.
Star Formation Rates and Gas Depletion Time Scales
The star formation rates (SFRs) given in Table 4 are calculated using Hα line fluxes measured from the KISS objective-prism spectra. These fluxes are a better measure of the total Hα emission than those derived from slit-spectroscopy, which only samples a fraction of the target galaxy. Further, spectral line measurements from the objective-prism images are all on precisely the same flux scale. The calibration of these fluxes is described in detail in KR1.
Two corrections have been applied to the fluxes, one for the presence of blended [NII] emission, and the other for absorption. The [NII] correction is:
and the absorption correction is:
where C Hβ is the reddening coefficient derived from Balmer line ratios measured from the follow-up slit spectra.
Using f (Hα) corr2 , Hα luminosities are computed (assuming H o = 75 km s −1 Mpc −1 and q o = 0.5), and then converted to current SFRs using the Kennicutt (1998) prescription,
which assumes solar metallicity and a Salpeter IMF with masses between 100 and 0.1 M ⊙ . SFRs computed in this way are listed in column 4 of Table 4 . This linear conversion is a standard SFR estimator that is used when recourse to more detailed stellar synthesis modeling for individual galaxies is not taken or possible. However, the SFR is dependent on variables such as the assumed initial mass function, the time since the initiation of the star formation event, the star formation history, and the metallicity of the galaxy. In the following simple exercise, we specifically focus on the impact of the metallicity on the SFR and associated gas depletion timescales for our sample. We do this to illustrate the general direction and magnitude of the errors that are incurred when the above estimator is applied to low-metallicity galaxies.
Metallicity will influence the Hα-based SFR of a galaxy through its effect on stellar opacity and consequently, on the number of ionizing photons produced. A metal-rich stellar population will contain stars which are both cooler and less luminous than one which is metal-poor, if all other variables, such as the IMF are held constant. This is because an increased metal abundance leads to a greater opacity which will increase the pressure in a star, so that for a given luminosity, the radius is forced to increase and the effective temperature is forced to decrease. In particular, a lower temperature in O and early-type B stars will shift the spectral distribution such that fewer ionizing photons are produced. Thus, metal-poor stars will emit a substantially larger fraction of ionizing photons than higher metallicity stars of the same bolometric luminosity. Therefore, fewer O and B stars, and consequently, a correspondingly lower total mass of formed stars, are required to produce the same amount of Hα emission in a low metallicity system. Since low luminosity star-forming galaxies tend to be metal poor, we would expect the above Hα-based SFR to over-estimate the true SFR for galaxies in this sample.
To compute an approximate metallicity-based correction to the SFR computed in Eq. 5, we use the Starburst99 models (Leitherer et al. 1999) to determine the ratio of N LyC (Z), the number of Lyman continuum photons produced in an instantaneous burst model with metallicity Z, to N LyC (Z ⊙ ), the number produced in a model with solar metallicity. A Salpeter IMF and an upper mass limit of 100 M ⊙ is assumed. The product
is then taken as the metallicity corrected SFR.
In Figure 10 , N LyC (Z)/N LyC (Z ⊙ ) is plotted against 12 + log(O/H) for burst ages of 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 12.5 and 15 Myrs. This range represents the ages during which systems are luminous enough in Hα to be observable by KISS, assuming that 0.45 Hα photons are produced for every Lyman continuum photon and that the KISS detection limit is nearly zero at L Hα ∼ 10 39 ergs s −1 . The range of ratios of ionizing photons is largest for the lowest metallicity model, which varies from 1.5 to 9, and smallest for the super-solar model, which varies from 0.4 to 0.6. We choose to evaluate SFR(Z) at 15 Myr and take the errors in SF R(Z) as the spread in N LyC (Z ⊙ )/N LyC (Z) with age as shown in Figure 10 . Values for N LyC (Z)/N LyC (Z ⊙ ) are found by linearly interpolating between the points given by the Starburst99. Note that we have linearly extrapolated beyond the lowest metallicity model point of Z = 0.001 (12 + log(O/H)= 7.62), to extract correction factors for 3 objects in our sample with 0.0006 < Z < 0.001 (i.e. 7.40 < 12 + log(O/H) < 7.62). This extrapolation appears to be warranted given the overall linear relationship between the variables.
Both the corrected and uncorrected SFRs are plotted against M B in Figure 11 . As expected, the metallicity correction is such that SF R(Z) < SF R(Z ⊙ ). The dotted line shows a linear leastsquares fit to the solar metallicity based SFRs, while the solid line shows a fit to the SFRs to which correction have been applied. When metallicity effects are taken into account, the best-fit line for the sample is depressed by ∼0.5 dex. The strong correlation between the two plotted variables is also expected, since in dwarf starbursting galaxies, newly-formed stars will dominate the integrated blue light, so that M B is essentially an indicator of the SFR. This relation will not necessarily hold for more luminous normal galaxies with lower star formation rate densities.
Finally, the effect of the metallicity on the HI gas depletion timescale is considered. This quantity indicates how much longer a galaxy can continue to sustain its present SFR before its supply of fuel is exhausted. The distributions of τ are shown in Figure 12 . The median of the τ (Z ⊙ ) distribution is 5 Gyr, while that of τ (Z) is 13 Gyr. The metallicity given by 12+log(O/H) is over-plotted against τ (Z) with error bars indicating the possible variation with burst age. The points and their associated ranges show that (1) the distribution of τ (Z), when binned by 0.25 dex, does not change significantly when corrections to the SFR are made for burst age, and that (2) small shifts of the peak of the distribution to larger timescales are more probable than shifts to smaller timescales. Thus, the tendency for metallicity to increase the gas depletion timescale cannot be erased by the variation of τ with burst age, and the difference between the two distributions seems to be real.
When the metallicity is accounted for in the determination of the star formation rate, a much smaller fraction of this sample has gas depletion timescales which constrain their star-formation histories to be composed of short bursts. Whereas τ (Z ⊙ ) is smaller than 5 Gyr for half of the sample, the corresponding fraction for τ (Z) is only about 10%. Alternatively, many more galaxies can sustain their present SFRs for another Hubble time. Although τ (Z ⊙ ) is larger than 10 Gyr for only ∼20% of the sample, it rises to over 70% when metallicity corrections are applied. These differences emphasize the importance of accurately determined SFR in the application of gas depletion timescales to our understanding of the evolutionary histories of strongly star-forming dwarf galaxies. Blue compact dwarfs, as defined by Thuan (1991) as the set of galaxies with M B > −18.0 and HII region-like spectra, have been commonly argued to have star-formation histories comprised of short bursts which last ∼ 10 8 yrs interspersed by quiescent periods of ∼ 10 9 yrs. This picture was based in large part on the need to make the derived solar-metallicity based SFRs (∼ 0.1M ⊙ yr −1 ) compatible with the observed HI masses (∼ 10 8 M ⊙ ). Our analysis shows that this constraint on the star formation histories is not needed for the overwhelming majority of star-forming dwarf galaxies of the type cataloged by KISS. In other words, star-formation histories which are less bursty, and involve more nearly continuous star formation can and should be considered for these objects. Adopting less bursty star-formation histories also reduces the long standing problem of locating the post-burst counterparts of BCDs, which should be very common if the burst duty cycle is as low as 10%, but are not found in existing galaxy samples.
As argued by van Zee (2001), these longer timescales can be evidence for "quasi-continuous" star formation. However, the quantities as defined above assume that star formation will cease only when all the HI gas in the galaxy has been processed, and also neglect to account for consumption of molecular gas. The amount of HI available for star-formation will likely be less than the total HI in the galaxy, since the distribution of HI in low luminosity star-forming galaxies often extends beyond the optical radius, where it exists in a low density state. Corrections for the amount of HI available for star-formation and the molecular gas will therefore work in opposite directions. Although a rough estimate of the fraction of HI involved in star-formation can be made from HI synthesis maps (e.g. van Zee et al , 2001 ), a comparable estimate cannot be made for the molecular hydrogen content. This is due to the current difficulty of detecting CO in dwarfs and because of our poor knowledge of the CO to H 2 conversion factor in these metal deficient systems (e.g. Taylor et al. 1998) . Thus, the degree to which these two factors will offset each other will not be known until our understanding of the H 2 content of dwarf galaxies is improved.
H I Mass Function for Low Luminosity Star-forming Galaxies
Since this data set has been cataloged in a uniform way and has well-understood completeness limits, we are able to investigate how the sub-population of low luminosity star-forming galaxies contributes to the overall HI mass function (HIMF). The HIMF describes the number density of objects with differing neutral hydrogen gas masses as a function of that mass. Integrating over the HIMF yields the HI density in the local universe (Ω HI ), which is an important observational constraint on models of galaxy evolution and cosmology. The fraction of the HIMF due to low luminosity star-forming galaxies is particularly interesting in light of some reports of a trend of increasing M HI /L B with decreasing L B (see Section 4.3) coupled with indications of a possible upturn at the low-mass end of the HIMF (Schneider et al. 1998 , Rosenberg & Schneider 2002 .
The standard Σ (1/V max ) method (Schmidt 1968 ) is used to determine the HIMF for the KISS HI sample. Within each HI mass bin, this technique sums the reciprocals of the volumes corresponding to the maximum distances at which galaxies can be placed and still remain in the sample. Since we are interested in the HIMF for a specialized subset of the general population, the calculation of V max will be dependent upon the selection function of the survey method which originally produced the subset. In this case, emission-line strength is the primary characteristic that determines whether an object is included in KISS, while a velocity limit of 11,000 km s −1 determines whether a KISS ELG is included in the HI sample. Therefore, V max is taken to be the smaller of: (1) the object's limiting volume in KISS, based on F L+C , the sum of the Hα flux and the flux in the continuum under the line, or (2) the volume corresponding to 11,000 km s −1 cut-off.
Completeness of the sample has been assessed through an V /V max (Schmidt 1968; Huchra & Sargent 1973 ) analysis of F L+C , which uses the fact that a uniformly distributed sample of objects will have < V /V max >=0.5 for all flux levels at which the sample is complete. This analysis for the KISS galaxies, as well as the computation of limiting volumes in KISS, is fully described in Gronwall et al. (2002) . We briefly summarize the results here.
In Gronwall et al. (2002) , KISS is shown to be 100% complete to m L+C = 14.4 (for convenience, F L+C is placed on a magnitude scale using the relation m L+C = −2.5 log F L+C + 15.0, where the zero point of the magnitude scale is arbitrary). V /V max is stable to better than 10% between 12 < m L+C < 14, where it varies between 0.6 and 0.55, and it remains close to a value of 0.50 to m L+C = 15.1, where the completeness of the sample is 70%. At magnitudes fainter than 15.1, V /V max and the completeness decrease rapidly. Galaxies with m L+C > 15.1 (N=12) have been excluded from the computation of the HIMF. Corrections for incompleteness have been applied for galaxies with 14.4 ≤ m L+C < 15.1. To summarize:
where f c is the completeness fraction given in Gronwall et al. 2002 , and volumes have been computed based on a survey area of 62.16 square degrees and q o = 0.5.
As a conservative measure, three galaxies with cz < 1000 km s −1 (KISSR 73, 314, 1048) have also been excluded from the sample. This is because radial velocity is not a reliable indicator of distance for such nearby objects since peculiar velocities can be comparable to recessional velocities in the local neighborhood. These errors in distance can translate into errors in the derived HI mass which are larger than our chosen bin size of log(∆M HI /M ⊙ ) = 0.357 (discussed further below).
Figure 13 presents our computed HIMFs for the low luminosity KISS HI sample. The filled squares represent the HIMF calculated from the Σ (1/V max ) method for this sample, where all upper limit HI masses have been included by using the value of the upper limit to determine bin placement. The error bars show 1-σ Poissonian confidence limits. The bins are chosen in a way that maximizes the number of galaxies within them while still producing a minimum of five evenly spaced HIMF points. Of course, each of the upper-limits may actually belong to any of the bins below the one in which it was placed. As a result, the true low-mass end slope may be steeper than implied by the filled squares. Thus, we have also investigated the extreme case where all the upper-limit data points represent galaxies with HI masses which place them in the lowest mass bin present in the KISS sample. This second HIMF is represented by the open stars. Two other HIMFs computed from HI blind surveys are also plotted for comparison. Open circles show results from Zwaan et al. (1997) while open squares show results from Rosenberg & Schneider (2002) . The two lower panels show the distribution of HI masses used in the computation of the KISS HIMFs. The top histogram corresponds to the number of galaxies used to compute each of the points given by the filled squares, and the bottom histogram corresponds to the open stars. The unshaded portions of these histograms represent upper-limit detections, while the shaded areas represent true detections.
The fitted curves in the figure are Schechter (1976) functions:
where the free parameters are α, the slope of the low-mass end, M * , the characteristic mass that defines the "knee" in the curve, and Φ * , the normalization factor. The parameterizations given by the best-fit curves reported in Rosenberg & Schneider (2002) and Zwaan et al. (1997) are log(M * /M ⊙ )=9.88, Φ * =0.005 Mpc −3 , and α = −1.53 and log(M * /M ⊙ )=9.80, Φ * =0.0059 Mpc −3 , and α = −1.2, respectively.
Minimizing χ 2 for the filled squares yields log(M * /M ⊙ )=8.96, Φ * =0.0087, and α=-0.60 (solid curve). This HIMF has a rapidly decreasing low-mass slope, especially when compared with the values of α derived from the two HI blind surveys cited above. Again however, the true slope may be considerably steeper than -0.60 since galaxies with upper-limit detections may actually belong to any one of the lower mass bins. Repeating the fitting procedure for the stars (where all of the upper-limits have been deposited in the lowest mass bin), gives a Schechter function with a larger slope, as expected (log(M * /M ⊙ )=9.09, Φ * =0.0046 Mpc −3 , and α = −0.94; dotted curve). However, this HIMF is still is not as steep as the HIMF predicted for the overall population of galaxies. Finally, noting that fit to the stars is pulled down by the point at log(M HI /M ⊙ )=8.42, we have also performed the fit omitting this particular point so that the steepest possible α permitted by the data may be found. Even in this most extreme case α does not rise above −1.06 (with log(M * /M ⊙ )=9.05 and Φ * =0.0063 Mpc −3 ; dot-dashed curve). Thus, from this discussion it is clear that if the HIMF of the universe does indeed have a steeply rising low-mass slope, it is not caused by a large population of low luminosity star-forming galaxies.
Still, we may consider the potential effect of the 12 galaxies with m L+C > 15.1 that have been excluded from the analysis. These galaxies are KISSR 55, 61, 85, 97, 105, 120, 193, 471, 856, 1014 KISSR 55, 61, 85, 97, 105, 120, 193, 471, 856, , 1091 KISSR 55, 61, 85, 97, 105, 120, 193, 471, 856, , and 1112 . For this set, the average and median M B (-15.81 and -15.97 respectively) are lower by about a magnitude than the parent sample, which is not surprising. Since the HI mass distribution of the 12 galaxies is similar to that of the complete sub-sample ( logM HI /M ⊙ of 8.6 versus 8.8), the lower blue luminosities lead to a slightly higher average gas-richness ( logM HI /M ⊙ = −0.007 compared to -0.13). These trends are consistent with the weak correlation between M HI /L B and L B shown in §4.3. From this cursory analysis, one would expect that the shape of the HIMF given above would not appreciably change even if it were computed using data from a deeper emissionline survey. We note, however, that when the HIMF is recomputed by including the 10 galaxies with m L+C > 15.1 which have HI detections, the low-mass slope does become significantly steeper with α ∼ −1.5. Because of the small volumes associated with many of the faint m L+C galaxies and the large incompleteness correction factors that are required, this result is inconclusive. As always, newer, deeper, statistically complete surveys will test the worked based on its shallower predecessors.
To find the contribution of the KISS HI sample to the total HIMF, we first integrate over all masses:
Using the parameters given by solid curve in Figure 13 , we find ρ HI (KISS M B > 18.0) = 7.0 × 10 6 M ⊙ Mpc −3 , or Ω HI = 4.5 × 10 −5 , with a statistical error of 20%. Results for the parameters given by the dashed and the dot-dashed curves are ρ HI = 5.5 × 10 6 M ⊙ Mpc −3 (Ω HI = 3.5 × 10 −5 ) and ρ HI = 7.4 × 10 6 M ⊙ Mpc −3 (Ω HI = 4.7 × 10 −5 ) respectively.
Comparison with the total HI gas density computed from the HI blind survey from Zwaan et al. (1997) , shows that the low luminosity star-forming galaxies found in KISS contain about 15% of the overall neutral hydrogen in the universe. This percentage decreases to 10% if the total HI gas density is instead computed from the Rosenberg & Schneider HIMF. Direct comparison of the number densities given by the HIMFs over a range confined to lower masses yields one measure of the fraction of dwarf galaxies currently undergoing an episode of strong star formation. First, let us restrict our attention to 10 8 < M HI /M ⊙ < 10 9 . Comparison with the number densities from the Zwaan et al. (1997) HIMF implies that nearly one out of every two dwarf galaxies with HI masses in this range is bursting. If number densities from the Rosenberg & Schneider (2002) HIMF are instead used, the ratio decreases to about 1 out of 4. Extrapolation of the Schechter functions to lower masses implies that the fraction of bursting dwarfs decreases with decreasing HI mass. This is consistent with the result that gas richness (M HI /L B ) does not increase at a significant level with decreasing galaxy luminosity. There is a large variation in the rates of decline implied by the different HIMFs. If the solid KISS HIMF is taken relative to the Rosenberg & Schneider (2002) HIMF, the fraction of the population which is strongly star forming is already only 1% at 10 7 M ⊙ . But if the dot-dashed KISS HIMF is taken relative to the Zwaan et al. (1997) HIMF, the fraction is still ∼ 50% at 10 7 M ⊙ . The burst fraction at masses below 10 8 M ⊙ can only be clarified when statistics at the low-mass end of the overall HIMF are improved. As noted by Rosenberg & Schneider (2002) , this will not be resolved within the context of blind HI surveys in the near future because of the practical observational limits of currently available facilities. However, we will be able to gradually improve statistics for the specialized population of low HI-mass starforming galaxies. Since star-forming systems with M HI /M ⊙ < 10 8 are intrinsically rare and can only be detected if they are nearby, large areas of sky must be observed to find these galaxies. It is thus reasonable that we did not find any extremely low HI mass objects within the small swath covered by KR1 (62.2 deg 2 ). The completion of additional KISS fields and deep HI observations of the nearest and faintest emission-line galaxies found in these areas will help to put more stringent constraints on the incidence of star-forming systems at low HI masses.
Summary & Conclusions
A complete sample of 109 low luminosity (M B > −18.0), nearby (cz < 11, 000 km s −1 ), Hα-selected star-forming galaxies from the KISS catalog have been observed at 21-cm. Our detection rate is 89% (97/109). By examining the KISS composite B and V -band survey images, we have found that 9% (10/109) have companions of comparable or greater optical brightness within the ∼ 3. ′ 5 Arecibo beam. We find that our non-detections and upper-limits for confused sources do not bias the sample in terms of L B or M HI . The HI properties of this sample are as follows:
(1) Our sample includes true dwarf galaxies as well as larger but heavily-extincted edge-on spiral galaxies. This is reflected in our broad distribution of HI line width (39 km s −1 to 311 km s −1 , median=132 km s −1 , mean=139 km s −1 , uncorrected for inclination).
(2) The range of HI gas richness for this sample (as defined by M HI /L B ) is the same as in previous HI surveys of late-type galaxies. We report weak anti-correlations between the gas-richness and metallicity, and the gas-richness and blue luminosity. This is consistent with previous results for different samples of dwarf galaxies.
(3) Using the models of Ferrara & Tolstoy (2000) , our galaxies are shown to have a large range of dark-to-visible mass fractions (0 < M dark /M stars+gas <300).
(4) The median HI gas depletion timescale for this sample increases from ∼5 Gyr to ∼13 Gyr when a metallicity-dependent SFR is used to calculate timescales instead of a solar-metallicity SFR. Accounting for metallicity is important since the galaxies in this sample have low luminosities, and tend to be metal-poor. One interpretation of these statistics is that these galaxies will not deplete their gas supplies for another Hubble time, if they continue to form stars at their current rate. These results also lift the requirement that BCDs have star formation histories dominated by short bursts of activity, and show that a more nearly continuous mode of star formation is possible.
(5) By computing an HI mass function for this sample, it is shown that the low luminosity starforming galaxies in KISS contain 10-15% of the overall neutral hydrogen in the universe. We find that ρ HI (KISS M B > −18.0) = 7.0 × 10 6 M ⊙ Mpc −3 , or Ω HI = 4.5 × 10 −5 with a ∼ 20% statistical error. The HIMF of this sub-population does not exhibit a steeply rising slope at low-masses. This is consistent with the result that gas richness (M HI /L B ) does not increase at a significant level with decreasing galaxy luminosity. In the range 10 8 < M HI /M ⊙ < 10 9 , we find that 25-50% of all galaxies are currently undergoing a strong episode of star formation.
We would like to thank the Arecibo scientific and technical staff, particularly Tapasi Ghosh, Karen O'Neil and Chris Salter, for their observational and data reduction support. JCL also acknowledges fruitful interactions with Rob Kennicutt, Jessica Rosenberg, Andrea Ferrara, and Claus Leitherer. Financial support for this project was provided by NAIC, an NSF Presidential Faculty Award to JJS (NSF AST 95-53020), and a graduate fellowship to JCL through the UA/NASA Space Grant Program. This work has made use of the NASA/IPAC extragalactic database (NED), which is operated by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Caltech, under contract with NASA. -25 Mhz bandwidth HI spectra for the KISS low luminosity sample. The channel spacing is 2.6 km s −1 . Five-channel boxcar smoothing is applied and polynomial fits to the baseline are shown. Only the first page is shown. Contact jlee@as.arizona.edu to obtain the complete set of spectral data plots. Fig. 3 .-4. ′ 5 × 4. ′ 0 combined (B + V ) direct images of galaxies in the KISS low luminosity sample. North is towards the top of the page and east is towards the left. Only the first page is shown. Contact jlee@as.arizona.edu to obtain the complete set of optical images. Fig. 4 .-Velocity width measured at 50% of the peak flux plotted against blue luminosity. The letter "p" is used to denote symbols which represent galaxies that are possibly, but unlikely to be, confused (see §3.2). Severely confused data points have been omitted. The dashed line outlines the upper envelope of observed widths in this sample. Upper-limit fluxes are calculated using widths corresponding to the objects' luminosities given by these dashed lines. The solid line shows a linear least-squares fit to all of the plotted data, which shows a trend of increasing line-width with increasing luminosity. This plot essentially shows the Tully-Fisher relation for the KISS low luminosity star-forming sample. -Metallicity, as given by the relative oxygen abundance, plotted against the ratio of HI mass to blue luminosity. The letter "p" appears directly beneath symbols which represent galaxies that are possibly, but unlikely to be, confused (see §3.2). The solid line represents a linear least squares fit to the filled symbols. The numbers to the left of the curves give the age since the initiation of the star formation event, and the different line thicknesses and types are used to make the curves more distinct. This range represents the ages during which systems are luminous enough in Hα to be observable by KISS, assuming that 0.45 Hα photons are produced for every Lyman continuum photon and that the KISS detection limit is nearly zero at L Hα ∼ 10 39 ergs s −1 . For the analyses in this paper, metallicity corrections are based on the ratios on the 15 Myr curve, and errors are based on the range between the highest and lowest possible ratios for a given abundance. Plot based on the Starburst99 models of Leitherer et al. (1999) . -SFR computed using the Hα based Kennicutt (1998) estimator (open circles), and SFR adjusted for metallicity based on the ratios shown in Figure 8 (filled symbols), plotted against the blue absolute magnitudes of the galaxies. The error bars represent the range of possible SFRs between a burst age of 2.5 Myr to 15.0 Myr. Least square regressions are shown for both sets of SFRs. 
